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In this paper a novel approach for recognizing actions in video sequences is presented,where
the information obtained from the segmentation and tracking algorithms is used as input
data. First of all, the fuzzification of input data is done and this process allows to successfully
manage the uncertainty inherent to the information obtained from low-level and medium-
level vision tasks, to unify the information obtained from different vision algorithms into a
homogeneous representation and to aggregate the characteristics of the analyzed scenario
and the objects in motion. Another contribution is the novelty of representing actions by
means of an automaton and the generation of input symbols for the finite automaton de-
pending on the comparison process between objects and actions, i.e., the main reasoning
process is based on the operation of automata with capability to manage fuzzy representa-
tions of all video data. The experiments on several real traffic video sequences demonstrate
encouraging results, especially when no training algorithms to obtain predefined actions to
be identified are required.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In recent years there has been a considerable growth in the development of a great number of systems for security, home
automation, zone traffic regulation, and others that are based on automatic video analysis. This area of computer vision
involves event recognition, behaviour understanding, action representation, and natural language description of behaviours.
These sub-areas are usually linked and worked within this context.
The understanding of behaviours can be seen as the classification of time varying feature data, i.e., matching unknown
sequences with reference sequences to represent normal behaviours. The feature data to be classified is achieved through
motion detection and tracking processes to transform the pixel-level data into the higher-level data needed in behaviour
understanding. This fact implies that both areas use similar techniques to solve theproblem, as pointed out byHuandTan [8]:
dynamic time warping (DTW), finite-state machines (FSMs), hidden Markov models (HMMs) and variations (CHMMs and
PHMMs), neural networks (NNs), syntactic techniques, and non-deterministic finite automatons (NFAs). A long dissertation
about analysis of human movement, mentioning techniques and related work can be found in [4]. In this concrete field of
vision-basedhumanaction recognition, Poppe [20] presents adetailedoverviewof current advances in thefield andproposes
a classification of techniques depending on image representation and action classification. Related to image representation,
most of current methods are designed for limited view variations. Nevertheless, Junejo et al. [11] address recognition of
human actions under view changes.
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According toVan-thinh [28], techniques to represent and recognize temporal scenarios for automatic video interpretation
can be classified into three different categories: (1) probabilistic and stochastic: Bayesian Networks [6] and Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs). The main feature of these techniques is the ability to explicitly model uncertainty through probabilistic
reasoning. HMMs are non-deterministic state machines which, given an input, move from state to state according to various
transition probabilities. HMMs can deal with unsegmented data. However, one of the limitations of using these techniques
is that they are not suitable for encoding the dynamic of long-term activities. Another limitation is the long data sets needed
to train the systems. (2) symbolic: action classification, automata, constraint satisfaction problem. These techniques aim at
transforming numerical observations into symbolic scenarios. (3) symbolic temporal techniques: temporal constraint satis-
faction problem, plan recognition, event calculus and Petri nets, chronicle recognition and temporal constraint propagation.
These techniques try to model temporal relations at a symbolic level.
Another classification of works for event detection in video sequences is proposed in [5]: (1) approaches that detect
events in videos based on predefined models like templates, rules or constraints; (2) approaches that automatically learn
event models using training data and (3) approaches that do not model events and uses low-level information of the video
combining with clustering methods.
Themainproblems tobe solved in activity recognition are knowledge representation about objects and scenarios andhow
to carry out the reasoning process. Another important problem is that the results of this techniques depends on low-level
vision tasks as segmentation [27] and tracking [12,19]. The motivation of this paper is to develop a technique that helps to
interpret video sequences by using Fuzzy Logic as a tool of knowledge representation and approximate reasoning techniques
supported by a finite state automaton. In general, most of the current activity recognition approaches are composed of
designed models for specific activity types that suit the goal in a particular domain developing procedural recognition
methods. In the field of the approximate reasoning, rule-basedmethods are used to approximate the belief of the occurrence
of activities [7].
There is a rich literature on behaviour understanding; some works closely related to our research are then summarised.
For example, Hongeng et al. considered an activity is composed of action threads [7]. Each single-thread action is executed
by a single actor and is represented by a stochastic finite automaton of event states. Each state represents features of the
trajectory and shape of moving blobs. They introduced a hierarchical activity representation that allows the recognition
of a series of actions performed by a single mobile object. Bobick and Ivanov presented an article [2] inspired by work in
speech recognition where the inference problem is divided into two levels. The lower one obtains candidate detections of
low level features and the higher one uses these values to provide an input stream for a stochastic context-free grammar
parsing mechanism. The grammar and parser allow the inclusion of a priori knowledge about the structure of temporal
events in a given domain. A simpler and faster pattern recognition approach is proposed in Campbell and Bobick [3], where
a phase-space representation in which the velocity dimensions are projected out is presented. Ivanov and Bobick [10] also
presented a remarkable work at a higher level behaviour, employing a two-layer event abstraction. Event primitives are
modeled by HMM and a stochastic context free grammar (SCFG) is developed for the problem domain. Robertson and
Reid [23] also researched a method for human activity recognition in video using HMM. They describe on behaviours by
combining a data-driven non-parametric learning, plus a classification technique for actions, plus a HMM representation of
action sequences. Lin et al. [14] proposed a semantic event representation and recognition using syntactic attribute graph
grammar. Their approach defines a graph grammar that allows syntactic representation of complex events; the grammar
model decomposes a semantic event into a composition of actions using a dictionary of spatio-temporal relations. Kollnig
et al. [13] investigated ways to describe scene motion in terms of natural language by using a logic-based framework.
Finally, in recent years, there have been relevant works toward the fusion of multi-modal information like color, motion,
acoustic, speech, and text for event and action recognition. However, these approaches rely on contextual knowledge and
are limited to specific domains such as football games [9], athletic jumps [21], hockey [15], classrooms, or stationary traffic
monitoring [22]. Other recent works try to avoid the high cost of the training stages and the expert implication on the
configuration of the system variables becausemost of thesemethods often involve a careful hand-tuning of parameters such
as threshold values.
1.1. Contributions of this work
A new approach to action recognition performed by different actors in a video sequence is presented. This work differs
from classical techniques of computer vision in two aspects. On the one hand, the data relative to detected objects in the
video sequence is modeled as a set of linguistic elements. On the other hand, the analysis technique is based on a Mealy
machine used to represent predefined actions (behaviors to be detected). This automaton does not obtain a relation (object,
action) as result: “the object performs action number i” but instead: “the membership value of the object to action number
i is Z”, where Z is the final output of the sequential machine.
1.2. Paper structure
In Fig. 1, a graphical representation of the overall process described in this paper is shown. The numbers in the figure
represent anumber of sectionor subsection. So, this paper is organized as follows. In Section2, the transformationof data into
fuzzy domain is justified and the definitions of linguistic elements used to represent the data obtained from segmentation
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the proposed system.
and tracking are given. In Section 3, the main idea of this new formulation to the Mealy machine, its formal definition,
and its transition-output table are shown. The video analysis technique is described in detail in Section 4, where there is
a first stage of comparison described in Section 4.1. From this result there must be established only one correspondence
between an unique object and an unique action, as described in Section 4.2. Section 5 presents the obtained results in several
experiments. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6.
2. Fuzzy transformations of the input data
In this section, the fuzzification process [29,30] of the data obtained as result ofmoving objects tracking in a video stream
is proposed. This data constitutes the input for the action recognition process described in Section 3.
The design of the sequential machine proposed in this work is based on fuzzy representations. That is because the
authors consider that the use of fuzzy logic for information representation is useful for managing medium-level vision
data. For example: (i) it can be provided with semantic meaning for numerical data, incorporating knowledge about the
analyzed scenario and the motion features of the objects in the scene. Then, if there are elements of interest in a concrete
scenario, a linguistic variable can be designed to obtain relevant information. So, if the vertical position (Coordinate y) of
any detected object is fuzzified, linguistic values of the position with semantic meaning are obtained. In Fig. 2, elements of
interest are Door A and Door B, and the designed linguistic variable is the one composed of trapezoidal fuzzy sets on the
left of this image. (ii) The transformation of quantitative data into qualitative values (linguistic representations) facilitates
the interpretation of the information obtained from the tracking process. This fact should improve the design, codification,
and debug of high-level vision tasks. (iii) The design of the linguistic labels allows that, after the fuzzification process, values
corresponding to noise obtained from video data extraction, segmentation, or tracking do not take membership values in
the same fuzzy sets (labels) than data corresponding to objects detected in the scene. So, noise is easier to be characterized
and then removed.
2.1. Linguistic components used in the fuzzification process
As seen in the previous section, the results from any tracking algorithm must be fuzzified to compose the input of the
action recognitionprocess (Section3).A set of linguistic variables isneeded to change the tracking results to the fuzzydomain.
So, a set of objects with their corresponding trajectories are obtained from the tracking process. The specific information
of the objects used in the experimentation described in this work (Section 5) is as follows: vertical velocity (VV), horizontal
velocity (HV), horizontal position (HP), and vertical position (VP). These variables have their corresponding linguistic variables
and then the fuzzification process can be done. The design of the variables depends on the scenario, the characteristics of
Fig. 2. Incorporating knowledge by means of the linguistic variables.
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Fig. 3. Linguistic variable VP.
Table 1
Linguistic labels composing the linguistic variables.
HV: Horizontal velocity VV: Vertical velocity VP: Vertical position HP: Horizontal position
Fast Right (FR) Fast Down (FD) Very Up (VU) Very Left (VL)
Normal Right (NR) Normal Down (ND) Up (U) Left (L)
Slow Right (SR) Slow Down (SD) Centre Vertical (CV) Centre Horizontal (CH)
No Motion (NM) No Motion (NM) Down (DW) Right (R)
Slow Left (SL) Slow Up (SU) Very Down (VDW) Very Right (VR)
Normal Left (NL) Normal Up (NU)
Fast Left (FL) Fast Up (FU)
the studied objects, etc. As example, the linguistic variable VP is shown in Fig. 3 and each one of the names of the linguistic
labels composing the linguistic variables are detailed in Table 1.
Before describing fuzzification process, we must remark some features of low-level vision tasks used in this work [24]
which generate input data for the proposed action recognition technique. More concretely, the segmentation and tracking
algorithms used in the experimentation operates over compressed domain and they use only information from motion
vectors. Other characteristics are: data is available only in a subset (P frames) of the total number of frames and is obtained
at macroblock level. In the specific MPEG compressed domain each macroblock has a size of 16× 16 pixels. For example, in
a video sequence with 320 × 240 pixels, the HP variable has a domain from 0 to 19 because there are 20 macroblocks for
each frame row (20 × 16 = 320). For the cited example, the VP variable (Fig. 3) has a domain from 0 to 14 because each
column has 15 macroblocks. Although there exist several methods for generating membership functions for fuzzy pattern
recognition applications [17], in this work the membership functions are adjusted manually depending on the scenario.
Two fuzzy components are used to represent the information related to the objects detected in the tracking process. The
first one is called Linguistic Blob [26] and it represents the position and the velocity of a region of interest in the scene.
A Linguistic Blob (LB) is the 5-tuple:
(FN, IHV (vx), IVV (vy), IVP(y), IHP(x))
where FN is the frame number where the LB is detected, and the last four components (IHV (vx), IVV (vy), IVP(x), IHP(y)) are
linguistic intervals that represent the velocity and the position of the Blob. They are obtained as a result of the fuzzification
of the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) positions of the region and their vertical (vy) and horizontal (vx) velocities.
The second fuzzy representation is used to store the object trajectory and is named Linguistic Object [26]. A Linguistic
Object (LO) is the tuple:
(IF, FF, TF, ListBlobs)
where IF and FF are the initial and final frames that define the time interval during the object is present in the scene, TF is
the total number of frameswith objectmotion information, and ListBlobs is a set containing all the linguistic blobs belonging
to the object. A partial example of a linguistic object is shown in Table 2 and Fig. 4 where the object moves slowly to the
Table 2
Example of linguistic object.
Initial frame: 2
Final frame = 9
Total number of frames = 6
LB0: (2, {SR: 1}, {NM: 1}, {DW: 1}, {CH: 1})
LB1: (3, {SR: 1}, {NM: 1}, {DW: 1}, {CH: 1})
LB2: (5, {SR: 1}, {NM: 1}, {DW: 1}, {CH: 1})
LB3: (6, {SR: 1}, {NM: 1}, {DW: 1}, {CH: 1})
LB4: (8, {SR: 1}, {NM: 1}, {DW: 1}, {CH: 0.75; R: 0.25})
LB5: (9, {SR: 1}, {NM: 1}, {DW: 1}, {CH: 0.75; R: 0.25})
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Fig. 4. Example of linguistic object.
right (SR), its vertical position is down (D), and the object is situated at the center of the image (CH), which progressively
moves to the right (R).
2.2. Simplification of the input data
Linguistic objects areusually associatedwith a great deal of information. To improve their interpretability and to eliminate
redundant information a new fuzzy representation is proposed. It is called simplified linguistic object and it is conducted
by grouping similar consecutive blobs into linguistic states. A Linguistic State (LingSt) represents the position and velocity
of a region in the consecutive frames of a linguistic object and it is represented as follows:
(IF, FF, SIHV , SIVV , SIVP, SIHP)
where IF and FF are the initial and final frames of the state and SIHV (vx), SIVV (vy), SIVP(y), SIHP(x) are linguistic intervals
without themembership values of the labels. Then, for example, first Linguistic State obtained from data in Table 2 is LingSt0
= (2, 6, {SR}, {NM}, {DW}, {CH}) and it could be interpreted using linguistic variables defined in Table 1 as: “between frames
2 and 6, the object is moving slowly to the right (SR) and is situated down (DW) and centered (CH) in the frame.
Given a Linguistic Object (LO), a Simplified Linguistic Object (SLO) is a set of temporally ordered linguistic states which
is obtained from the attribute ListBlobs of a Linguistic Object:
SLO = {LingSt0, LingSt1, . . . , LingStk−1}
An example is shown in Table 3, where it can be observed that the displacement of the object is from left to right. The reason
why the time intervals associate to each state are not consecutive is caused by two factors. One is that the experimental video
data used in this work is obtained from compressed domain [18] and the other is that the states generated by an unique blob
are considered noisy states and so they are removed.
3. A Mealy machine for recognizing actions
In this section the design and the operation of a prototype action that uses a finite state machine where the states of
the automaton correspond with linguistic states (Section 2.2) (previously proposed in [25]) is described. The initial idea
was to obtain a string of symbols from each detected object in a video sequence. This string is employed as the input of
the automaton and if is accepted by it (finishes in a final state), then the automaton could be considered to represent the
Table 3
A simplified linguistic object.
LingSt0: (26, 29, {SR; NM}, {NM}, {DW}, {VL})
LingSt1: (38, 41, {NR; SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {L})
LingSt2: (59, 60, {NR; SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {R})
LingSt3: (62, 69, {NR; SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {R; VR})
LingSt4: (71, 75, {NR; SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {VR})
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Fig. 5. Different kinds of vehicles.
(a) (b)
Fig. 6. An action represented by multiple trajectories.
object behaviour. Nevertheless, the results did not agree with expected in the first set of experiments. This fact was caused
by several features within the application domain, video based traffic analysis, that make the recognition process described
above inviable. For example, there is a lot of uncertainty in the tracking data: incomplete information about objects caused
by occlusions, over-segmentation of objects, merge of regions, etc. Furthermore, the system may deal with different types
of vehicles (Fig. 5); similar vehicles can have very different features, and there are several possible trajectories associated
with an unique action. For example, the foreground vehicle shown in Fig. 6b is at the horizontal center of the image and the
car shown in Fig. 6a is at the left of the image. In this case, the same action is represented by two different trajectories.
So, the initial idea of the comparison process was rejected and a comparison technique between a predefined set of
prototypeactions andall thedetectedobjects in avideo scene is defined. In this process, theprototypeactions are represented
by means of a Mealy machine whose operation is determined by its own definition (Section 3.1) and the transition-output
table shown in Table 5. A Mealy machine [16] is a finite state machine that generates an output based on its current state
and an input. In this work, the last output generated by the automaton is a membership value of the object to the action
represented by the sequential machine. This value, between 0 and 1, is taken into account independently of the automaton
finishes in a final state or not. The generation of input symbols for finite automaton depends on the comparison process
between objects and actions. More concretely, there will be an ordered comparison between Linguistic States of a Simplified
Linguistic Object and the states of the automaton representing the action.
3.1. Representation of the prototype actions
Now, theMealy Machine used to obtain the membership value of a detected object to a Prototype Action (MMPA) will
be defined. AMMPA is a 6-tuple,
MMPA = (E, S, Q , f , g, q0)
consisting of the following items:
• A set called input alphabet E = {a, b, c}.• A set called output alphabet S = R.• A finite set of states Q : {q0, q1, . . . , qn, qn+1} where q1 = LingSt0, q2 = LingSt1, . . ., and, qn = LingStn−1 with{LingSt0, LingSt1, . . . , LingStn−1} ∈ PrototypeAction, q0 is the initial state and qn+1 is an error state.
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Fig. 7. Mealy machine representing an action.
• A transition function f : Q X E −→ Q .• An output function g : Q X E −→ S .• An initial state q0 which is an element of Q.
Fig. 7 shows a sequential machine that satisfies the definition of MMPA.
3.2. Input symbols and transition function of the automaton
The input alphabet is composed by three symbols. Each input symbol has a different meaning in the action recognition
process and is composed of three elements (da, da+1, s′) where da is the distance value between the active state of the
automaton and a linguistic state of the object, da+1 is the distance value between the next state of the finite state machine
and the same linguistic state, and s′ is the last output value of the sequential machine.
The generation of input symbols depends on several conditional expressions that nowwill be described. The meaning of
elements used in this description can be found in Table 4.
• Symbol a is generated if: da < da+1 AND da ≤ threshold.
This means that the sequential machine remains in the state qa if LingStcur is more similar to qa than to qa+1. Then the
output symbol s results of evaluating the expression s = s′ − dprev + min(dprev, da), where s′ is a variable that stores
the previous output of the automaton. By means of using this expression, it is possible to take into account only the
minimum of the generated outputs while the finite state machine remains in the same state.
• Symbol b is generated if: da+1 ≤ da AND da+1 ≤ threshold.
This means that there is a transition from state qa to state qa+1 if LingStcur is more similar to qa+1 than to qa. The output
symbol s results on evaluating the expression s = s′ + da+1, that is, the previous output (s′) plus the distance to state
qa+1.• Symbol c is generated if: da > threshold AND da+1 > threshold.
This means that there is a transition to the error state when the object motion finishes or when LingStcur is neither
similar to da nor da+1. In this situation the comparison is driven to the error state and the automaton will remain in this
state until the end of the comparison process.
Table 4
Transition-output table interpretation.
TD Total distance: distance [26] between fuzzy descriptions. TD ∈ [0, 1]
LingStcur Linguistic state of the detected object currently compared
LingStprev Linguistic state of the detected object previously compared
qa Active state of MMPA
qa+1 Next state of MMPA
s Automaton output associated to current transition
s′ Automaton output associated to previous transition
da TD(qa, LingStcur)
dprev TD(qa, LingStprev)
da+1 TD(qa+1, LingStcur)
threshold Configuration variable. threshold ∈ [0, 1]
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Table 5
Transition-output table.
a b c
q0 q0/(s = 0) q1/(s = s′ + d1) qn+1/(s = s′ + d0)
q1 q1/(s = s′ − dprev + min(dprev, d1)) q2/(s = s′ + d2) qn+1/(s = s′ + d1)
q2 q2/(s = s′ − dprev + min(dprev, d2)) q3/(s = s′ + d3) qn+1/(s = s′ + d2)
. . . .
. . . .
qn−1 qn−1/(s = s′ − dprev + min(dprev, dn−1)) qn/(s = s′ + dn) qn+1/(s = s′ + dn−1)
qn qn/(s = s′ − dprev + min(dprev, dn)) φ qn+1/(s = s′ + dn)
qn+1 φ φ qn+1/(s = s′ + dn+1)
Table 6
Initial values for the membership matrix (MM).
MM Action0 Action1 Action2
SLO0 0 0 0
SLO1 0 0 0
SLO2 0 0 0
Table 5 shows the transition-output table of theMMPA. For example, f (q0, a) = q0/0, represents that if the active state
is q0 and the input symbol is a then the automaton remains in the same state and generates as output the value 0.
To conclude this section, it can be said that the design of the automaton and the use of outputs s and s′, allows to reflect
in its last output (s ∈ [0, 1]) how similar are their states (Prototype Action) and the states of the detected object.
4. Overall description of the action recognition system
In this section the video analysis methodology is described. This technique aims to determine what action of a set of
predefined actions can be associated to each one of themoving objects detected by a tracking system. The prototype actions
are represented by using the Mealy machine described in Section 3.
Two main stages can be distinguished in the analysis method: the first one corresponds to the comparison process
between n detected objects and m prototype actions, as shown in Fig. 8 and described in Section 4.1; the second stage
extracts from the results of all possible comparisons an unique correspondence between an object i and an action j, i.e., the
behaviour of the object i will be represented by action j.
4.1. Comparing object – prototype actions
The general description of the comparison process between n detected objects andm prototype actions represented by a
set of Simplified Linguistic Objects O = {SLO0, SLO1, . . . , SLOn−1} and a set of sequential machines A = {MMPA0,MMPA1,
. . . ,MMPAm−1} is shown in Fig. 8.
Each automaton generates an output value that is stored in a Membership Matrix (MM) of dimension n X m where,
MMi,j stores the membership value of the object SLOi to the action Actionj . Table 6 shows the initial values of MM in the
comparison between three actions and three SLOs. For example, the element MM1,2 stores the result of the comparison
(SLO1, Action2).
Fig. 9 shows the comparison process between an individual object and an action. The input is an object represented like
a Simplified Linguistic Object, more concretely, the Linguistic States that compound the SLO. By means of Algorithm 1, a set
of input symbols (Symbol) is generated for the Mealy machine (MMPA). Furthermore, this algorithm uses the information
about the active state (qa) and the last output of aMMPA (s
′).When all the linguistic states of the object have been processed,
a distance value (D) is obtained. It corresponds with the last output symbol of the sequential machine, i.e., the accumulation
of distances between individual states (Table 5) results in a global value of distance between the prototype action and
Fig. 8. Comparison process between n objects andm prototype actions.
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Fig. 9. Individual comparison between an object and an action.
Table 7
Description of the object and the action compared.
Detected object Predefined action
(LingSt0, LingSt1, . . . , LingSt4) (q1, q2, . . . , q6)
{SR; NM}, {NM}, {DW}, {VL} {SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {VL; L}
{NR; SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {L} {SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {L}
{NR; SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {R} {SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {L; CH}
{NR; SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {R; VR} {SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {CH; R}
{NR; SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {VR} {SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {R; VR}
{SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {VR}
Table 8
A comparison example.
MMPA Active state Object state Symbol Transition/output
q0 LingSt0 (0.5; 0; 0) q1/0
q1 LingSt1 (0; 0; 0) q2/0
q2 LingSt2 (1; 0.5; 0) q3/0.5
q3 LingSt3 (0; 0; 0.5) q4/0.5
q4 LingSt4 (0; 0; 0.5) q5/0.5
q5 φ (1; 1; 0.5) q7/1.5
the processed object. This distance value (D) is transformed into a similarity value that will be stored in the membership
matrix (MM).
The processing steps of the proposed algorithm can be summarized as follows. The linguistic states of the object are
sequentially analyzed; LingSti is comparedwith the active and the next state of the automaton. Depending on this result, the
next input symbol for the sequential machine is generated. This symbol must activate a transition of the automaton to the
same active state (LingSti is more similar to qa than to qa+1), to the next state qa+1 (LingSti is more similar to qa+1 than to qa),
or to the error state qn+1 (LingSti is neither similar to qa+1 nor to qa). The third component of the input symbol is used to store
the partial distances between the linguistic states and the states of the automaton. This third component allows to obtain a
numerical value representing a global distance between the object and the action through the comparisonprocess. Neverthe-
less, the obtained valuemust have a similaritymeasure that ranges from0 to 1. This can be achieved by using Eq. 1,whereD is
the final output of the automaton and |MMPA| is the number of states of MMPA. This equation takes into account that states
q0 and qn+1 do not represent linguistic states of the prototype action and they are not comparedwith the object (|MMPA|-2).
ML ← 1 − D|MMPA|-2 (1)
Table 8 shows an example of the comparison between the prototype action and the object represented in Table 7. To improve
the interpretability of the example the initial step is nowdescribed in detail. Initially, q0 is the active state. Algorithm1begins
and condition IF (qa = q0) is satisfied. So, InputSymbol = (da; da+1; s)must take the value (thresholdD; TD(LingSt, q1); 0)
where variable threshold in this example is equal to 0.5, the Total Distance is computed between LingSt0: {SR; NM}, {NM},
{DW}, {VL} and q1: {SR}, {NM}, {DW; VDW}, {VL; L} with a result equal to 0 (they represent similar positions and similar ve-
locities). So InputSymbol is equal to (0.5; 0; 0) and transition b is triggered. That is because: da+1 ≤ da AND da+1 ≤ threshold.
In Table 5 it can be observed how with (q0, b) the automaton transits to q1 and produces an output s = s′ + d1 where s′ is
equal to 0 (no previous output has been generated) and the distance d1 = TD(LingSt, q1) is equal to 0. So, s takes the value 0
representing the global distance between all the states of the automaton and the Linguistic States previously analyzed. Now
Algorithm 1 continues comparing q1 and EstLing1.
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Algorithm 1 Generation of MMPA input symbols.
INPUT: SLO: {LingSt0, LingSt1, . . . , LingStn−1} (a Simplified Linguistic Object)
INPUT: qa (active state of MMPA)
INPUT: s′ (last output of MMPA)
OUTPUT: InputSymbol=(da; da+1; s)
while (LingSt != φ) do
{if there exists LingSt to be processed}
if (qa=q0) then
InputSymbol ← (thresholdD; TD(LingSt, q1); 0) {looking for the first transition}
end if
if (qa=qn+1) then
InputSymbol ← (1; 1; s′) {continues in state qn+1}
end if
if (qa=qn) then
InputSymbol ← (TD(LingSt, qa); 1; s′) {continues in state qn or changes to state qn+1}
end if
if (qa = q0 AND qa = qn AND qa = qn+1) then
InputSymbol← (TD(LingSt, qa); TD(LingSt, qa+1); s′) {compares active and active + 1 state}
end if
end while
{All the LingSt have been processed}
if ((qa = qn) AND (qa = qn+1)) then
InputSymbol ← (n − a; n − a; s′) {mandatory transition to qn+1}
end if
if (qa = qn+1) then
InputSymbol ← (1; 1; s′) {finishes in state qn+1}
end if
4.2. Establishing an unique correspondence between an object and an action
Once theMembershipMatrixMM is obtained, a process to decidewhat actions characterize the behaviour of every object
in the scenemust be done. Initially, a selection of themaximum of each row inMM is performed. The column number of the
matrix containing the maximum value corresponds with the selected action. For example, the maximum value related to
SLO0 is 0.75 in Table 9 and it is situated in column 0. Then, it can be concluded that Action0 is the one that best characterizes
themotion of SLO0. Nevertheless, there are some situations where another values near or equal to themaximum exist. Then,
it was necessary to design a decision process acting on situations where the two actions with the maximum membership
value can be selected and if these values are similar, the relations between actions are studied. On the contrary, if there
exists an important difference between these values, the action with greater membership value is directly selected. Now,
this decision process is formalized. More concretely, the data related to the two actions with the maximummembership is
stored in the tupleMaxMembership defined as follows:
MaxMembership = (AMax1, SDMax1, AMax2, SDMax2)
where the actions are ActionAMax1 and ActionAMax2. SDMax1 and SDMax2 are obtained after the fuzzification of the member-
ship values of each action over the linguistic variable “satisfaction degree” (Xsd) shown in Fig. 10. More concretely, SDMax1
and SDMax2 correspond with the labels with maximum membership value in the linguistic interval obtained after the
fuzzification.
Fig. 10. Variable satisfaction degree (Xsd).
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Table 9
Final values in theMembershipMatrixonce the comparisonprocess
is finished.
MM Action0 Action1 Action2
SLO0 0.75 0.43 0
SLO1 0.2 0.4 0
SLO2 0 0.5 0.6
(a) (b)
Fig. 11. Pictures of first set of experiments.
For example, the values from the membership matrix shown in Table 9 are as follows:
• MaxMembership0 = (0; HIGH; 1; MEDIUM);• MaxMembership1 = (1; MEDIUM; 0; LOW);• MaxMembership0 = (2; MEDIUM; 1; MEDIUM).
From each individual tupleMaxMemberhipi, SDMax1 and SDMax2 are compared: if they are different, then ActionAMax1 is
selected; if they are not different a rule-based decision process to select an unique action is designed. This process is now
described. If there exists a similarity between membership values of a detected object to more than one predefined action,
the object data is explored in more detail to find a pattern that will allow to establish an association with an action to the
detriment of the other. Then significant differences between prototype actions are represented bymeans of a set of inference
rules. An Inference Rule is the tuple IR = (Antecedent, Consequent) where:
• Antecedent = (Aij, Ij, PositionBlob), where Aij is a label, Ij is a linguistic interval, and PositionBlob is a character that
determines if the blob is the initial of a set of blobs (I), where the interval Ij is located or if it is the final (F).• Consequent = (Actionx, Actiony), with Actionx and Actiony being two actions.
and the rule evaluation selects an unique action between the two actions in the consequent with next criteria:
IR =
⎧⎨
⎩
Actionx, IF A
i
j ∈ Ij
Actiony, IF A
i
j /∈ Ij
Table 10
Actions number 1 and number 2 in the Experiment 1.
Action State Labels
1 q1 (SR; NM; DW, VDW; VL, L)
1 q2 (SR; NM; DW, VDW; L)
1 q3 (SR; NM; DW, VDW; L, CH)
1 q4 (SR; NM; DW, VDW; CH, R)
1 q5 (SR; NM; DW, VDW; R, VR)
1 q6 (SR; NM; DW, VDW; VR)
2 q1 (NM, SL; NM; DW, VDW; R)
2 q2 (NM, SL; NM; DW, VDW; CH, R)
2 q3 (NM, SL; NM; DW, VDW; CH)
2 q4 (SL; NM; DW, VDW; L, CH)
2 q5 (NL, SL; NM; DW, VDW; VL, L)
2 q6 (FL, NL; NM; VDW; VL, L)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 12. Pictures of second set of experiments.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 13. Predefined action number 1.
The inference rule IR1 = ((VL, IHP, F), (Action0, Action4))means as follows: “if label VL belongs to interval IHP in the final
blob of ListBlobs of an object, Action0 is selected. In other case, the one selected will be Action4”.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 14. Predefined action number 2.
Now, a full example of the decision process described above is detailed:
(1) Action of SLO0:MaxMembership0 = (0,HIGH, 1,MEDIUM);
As SDMax1 differs from SDMax2 (HIGH = MEDIUM), it can be deduced that “SLO0 is associated to Action0 with a
HIGH membership”.
(2) Action of SLO1:MaxMembership1 = (1,MEDIUM, 0, LOW);
As SDMax1 differs from SDMax2 (MEDIUM = LOW) it can be deduced that “SLO1 is associated to Action1 with a
MEDIUM membership”.
(3) Action of SLO2 : MaxMembership0 = (2,MEDIUM, 1,MEDIUM);
As SDMax1 is equal to SDMax2 (MEDIUM = MEDIUM) an inference rule must be triggered. More concretely this:
IR = ((VL, IHP, F), (Action1, Action2)). Let be the last blob in SLO2: ({SR}, {NM}, {VU}, {L; VL}); as VL ∈ {L; VL} the
rule returns Action1. So, it can be deduced that “SLO2 is associated to Action1 with aMEDIUM membership”.
Finally, it can be said that the decision process is necessary when the comparison process fails. That is because it is
not possible to select an unique correspondence object-action. In these situations, the object representation (SLO) must be
explored in detail to establish a new criteria for distinguishing between each of the two possible correspondences object-
actions. This is done by means of the Inference Rules.
5. Experimental results
Four scenarios are selected for experimentation. First one is a vehicle crossing inside a city (Fig. 11a) and, in the secondone,
there is a major road communicating two cities with a population of 15,000 and 70,000 people (Fig. 11b). As added difficulty
the camera is placed in the car’s dashboard, so the presence of occlusions and noise is important. In the first scenario, we
have studied about ten minutes (five minutes in the second one) of video and we have predefined seven prototype actions.
Action 1 and Action 2 can be observed in Table 10. In Figs. 13 and 14 the graphical representation of each linguistic state
composing the actions is shown. The third experiment (Fig. 12a and 12b) tries to determine behavior of pedestrians in a
zebra crossing while fourth (Fig. 12c and 12d) is a traffic scenario. Both experiments are selected from the public dataset
Visual Surveillance Online Repository (http://imagelab.ing.unimore.it/visor/).
Before, analyzing results in detail it must be remarked that the input of the action recognition process described in this
work is obtained from a tracking algorithm [24]. These results are shown in Table 11 where Total Outputs represents the
number of results generated in the tracking phase. Besides, this fact makes possible a double analysis or two different kind
of results to be analyzed. First one are global results related to the predefined actions and second one are the detection of
wrong results of the own tracking algorithm i.e. how this technique can improve and filter results of tracking algorithms.
To evaluate theperformance of the action recognitionprocess, the situations to be considered are as follows: True-Positive
(TP): the solution provided by the system leads to a right action; False-Positive (FP): the system solution is not an action
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Table 11
Evaluation of tracking results used as input data.
Exp. Objects Total outputs Valid detections Erroneous detections Detection probability (%) Precision (%)
1 141 223 141 82 100 63.23
2 120 133 117 16 97.5 88
3 11 29 11 18 100 38
4 22 27 20 7 90 74
Table 12
Evaluation of video action recognition.
Exp. Total outputs True positive False positive True negative Precision (%)
1 223 71 38 54 56.1
2 133 102 16 3 78.9
3 29 7 3 11 62.1
4 27 15 3 4 70.4
Table 13
Evaluation of video action recognition improved by inference rules.
Exp. Total outputs True positive False positive True negative Precision (%)
1 223 77 32 54 58.7
2 133 106 12 3 81.9
3 29 8 2 11 65.5
4 27 17 1 4 77.7
taken by the object; True-Negative (TN): when an erroneous output of the tracking algorithm is not associated with any of
the predefined actions. So, True-Positives and True-Negatives are good results for the system. On the contrary, False-Positives
are wrong results. System evaluation measure are defined by using Eq. (2) [1].
Precision ← TP + TN
Total Outputs
(2)
Finally, Table12 shows the results of experimentswithoutusing thedecisionprocessdescribed inSection4.2.On the contrary,
Table 13 contains the results when inference rules are used. It can be observed how the proposed technique improves results
of tracking algorithms and more concretely the fact of adding inference rules allows to disambiguate between several
candidate actions and it is possible to obtain better results.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, a novel technique that combines approximate reasoning and sequential machines is presented. This ap-
proximation allows to obtain encouraging results in a complex environment of experimentation. The authors consider this
approximation a first step within this research line and the next conclusions can be achieved: linguistic representations of
actions allow a direct interpretability and these actions can be even definedmanually in a directway, fuzzy logic successfully
manages the inherent uncertainty of the results obtained by the tracking algorithms, the Mealy machine is able to identify
wrong detections of medium-level vision tasks (segmentation and tracking), the action recognition technique obtains good
results even when the prototype actions are directly selected without using any training data and learning algorithms, and
finally, although in this paper the tracking data used is represented by means of four linguistic variables (HV, VV, VP, and
HP), the system designed is highly scalable with respect of the type and the amount of the variables that can be used.
Establishing a comparison with other techniques described in the introductory section of this work, it can be stated that
no itensive learning of models is needed as for example in HMMs. So, no large databases of actions or complex learning
algorithms should be used. Besides, adding new variables or updating the parameters of the models do not cause a new
estimation of the actionmodels as occurrs in statistical related techniques. Themodels are not interpretable in a vastmajority
of techniques but prototype actions can be manually described in a linguistic way. However, there exists a limitation solved
in other approaches because the interaction between the actors are not modelled. Besides, the representation of the input
objects is described in a full way, so goals like gesture recognition or searches based in concrete object details are not viable.
Finally, the spatio-temporal constraints are not clearly stated modelled, but they are represented in the model (a sequence
of ordered linguistic states) and in the own reliability of the mealy machine (a sequence of ordered set of states).
In future works, it would be interesting to study the behaviour of other automata (finite automaton, nondeterministic
finite automaton (NFA), etc.) in different video scenarios. It should be interesting too, to study if the sequential machine
proposed in this work satisfies general properties of automaton. For example, the intersection of two finite automaton
obtains another automaton that recognizes the two languages originally recognized by the input automata. Then, we could
ask ourselves if the intersection of two MMPAS representing two predefined actions can obtain an automaton capable of
recognizing the two original actions.
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